1928 (Sept): ...California - long a battleground for scope of practice test cases by advocates of both camps...” (Gibbons, 1982)

CHRONOLOGY

1928 (Sept): The California Chiropractor, edited by CH Davis and published by the Chiropractic Publishing Company at Pasadena CA, publishes:
- a poem, "Don't Quit," by KJ Weber DC
- C Russell Willet DC discusses merger of CCA and the Progressive Chiropractors Association of California in "The Great Amalgamation" (pp. 8, 31)
- CJ Ennis reviews convention of the National Progressive Chiropractors Association at LACC during week of Monday, August 6, 1928 (pp. 10, 29)
- Basic Science Act reprinted from AIMA Bulletin (pp. 13, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30)
- The Ear by Clyde F. Gillett DC with photo of Dr. Gillett (pp. 16-7)
- Amalgamation Meeting at San Luis Obispo (p. 18)
- Our Disabled American Veterans by SE Vanancy (continued from August issue). (p. 26)

1928: Clyde F. Gillett DC, PhC copyrights A Manual of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat, published by Kohnke Printing Company of San Francisco (available in WSCC library); title page indicates that Gillett is a "Graduate of the Palmer School of Chiropractic and Professor of Diagnosis in the San Francisco College of Chiropractors and Drugless Physicians, Special Lecturer on Indiagnosis and Medical Jurisprudence at the International School of Professional Arts and Sciences"; acknowledgements include Byron L. Black DC, James R. Alberts DC, Gordon G. King DC of the San Francisco X-Ray Laboratory, Clarence G. Burt DC, ND of the International School of Professional Arts and Sciences, Claude L. Houck DC, Charles J. Martin DC, anatomist, Glen J. Sipes DC, OD, ND, Ray S. LaBarre DC, PhC, Leo W. Hosford DC, PhC of the San Francisco College of Chiropractors and Drugless Physicians, who provided cadavers, and H.A. Houde DC, ND (pp 1-4)

1929 (May): The California Chiropractor (177), edited by CH Davis and published by the Chiropractic Publishing Company at Pasadena CA, publishes:
- Cranial Adjustments by Nephi Cottam, DC, notes that "The new science of cranial adjustments which is proving of particular merit in mental and nervous disorders, is now being demonstrated to the profession in special clinics throughout California by George A. Cole, D.C. of Cole Cottam Chiropractic College of Salt Lake City" (p. 9)
- Examining the Drumhead by Clyde F. Gillett, DC, PhC (pp. 14-5)
- ad for COLE COTTAM Chiropractic COLLEGE at "Second Floor Cliffs Building, Salt Lake City, Utah" (p. 22)

1930 (June 1): Bulletin of the ACA [7(3)] notes:
- speakers at 1930 ACA Convention in Cincinnati will include: (pp. 1-2)
- Linnie A. Cole DO, DC re: "Occipital adjusting"
- Homer G. Beatty DC, president of Denver Chiropractic University
- Clyde F. Gillett DC, ND, PhC of LA (who will join the faculty of the College of Chiropractic Physicians & Surgeons in 1933) speaks re: "Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat"
- Nephi Cottam DC of Salt Lake City re: "Cranial Adjusting"
- FJ Kolar MD, DC of Portland OR re: "Brain and nervous anatomy"
- James N. Firth DC of Lincoln Chiropractic College
- Dr. KW Fielder of Higginsville MO re: "Spinous-Sacral Pressure Technique" (predecessor to Logan Basic?)
- CW Weiant DC, PhC re: "Report of Bureau of Research"
- James R. Drain of TCC re: "Are we Alive?"; a "pep" talk
- Dr. A Bremer, Professor of Pathology at the O'Neil-Ross College of Chiropractic re: "Visceral Reflexes in Disease and Cure"
- Dr. RC Loomis of Universal Chiropractic College re: "Corrective Exercise" (p. 8):

Chiropractic Authors


Dr. Leo L. Spears of Denver has added to his long list of writings, "Hellcrest", a mystery novel now running in its second edition.

1930 (Dec): Chirogram (Vol. 6, No. 10):
- Charles H. Wood responds to query re: "the usefulness to Chiropractic of International Congress?", says Wood (p. 10):
 ANSWER: I do not feel that the International Congress is in any position to do anything of real constructive value for the Chiropractic profession, as I feel that it is just another "organization" to divide the Chiropractic field. The writer is firmly convinced that the National Chiropractic Association is the outstanding National Chiropractic organization and that its past performances and accomplishments entitles this organization to the support of chiropractors of all schools. The National Chiropractic Association, which is the old UCA and ACA amalgamated, has the background of the former usefulness of both named organizations and every chiropractor must admit that both the ACA and the UCA did a great deal for the advancement of Chiropractic.

- Charles H. Wood says (p. 10):
 I think the LifeLine program is a very good one, and if the chiropractic profession responds to the efforts of the NCA which is attempting to put over this important program, the chiropractic profession generally will benefit.

- Charles H. Wood also notes that (p. 10):
 The suit of Bert H Humason versus the California Chiropractic Association is to be tried on January 5 in the Superior Court in Los Angeles County. This suit is for $110,000 and if Mr. Humason obtains judgement against the CCA every member will be liable for the amount of the judgement
Joseph C. Keating, Jr., Ph.D.

- The LOS ANGELES COLLEGE MATERNITY CLINIC* (p. 11):
  The Los Angeles College Maternity Clinic will take care of all expectant mothers who are in very straightened circumstances and cannot afford the higher fees of a private physician, and also those who are entirely destitute.

  This clinic is entirely financed by the college students and they will deeply appreciate your showing your interest in this work by sending your donations of anything that would be useful in this line of endeavor.

  Send all cases to the Maternity Department of the Los Angeles College of Chiropractic - 920 Venice Boulevard; or phone PRospect 2126 for appointment.

- George N. Adelman DC publishes article on “Visual Nerve Tracing” (p. 14)

- Clyde F. Gillett DC, specialist in EENT, advertises “The Gillett Tonsil Suction” device (p. 16)

- The LOS ANGELES COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC was honored recently by having its newly appointed Dean of Physiotherapy (Dr. Cross) invited to attend the Pacific Conference of the Psychology Foundation, whose headquarters are in Brussels, Belgium* (p. 16); Harold U Cross claims PhD in “Electro-Radiology Certificate Faculty of Medicine, University of Paris (see Chirogram 1931 (June); 7(4);7)

- Dr Lucile Beach authors “Electropathy (Radionics) accuracy in diagnosis” (pp. 18-9)

- ad for a 4-page patient “magazine circular” called Health & Hygiene published by The Chirogram Publishing Company at 803 Allied Crafts Bldg, Los Angeles (p. 19)

1931 (Jan): Chirogram (Vol. 6, No. 11):

- Chirogram is primarily clinical in content

- Clyde F Gillett DC, PhC advertises “The Gillett Tonsil Suction,” asks “Why not drain the pus, clean the crypts and reconstruct them with the latest drugless and non-surgical method?” (p. 16)

- G Henry Ford DC (co-founder and faculty member of Golden State Chiropractic College in 1923) authors “Electropathy (radionics) for the busy chiropractor”; notes that “…Dr George Star White is one of the oldest exponents of vibratory diagnosis and treatment…”; extolls the Blanchard Radionic Electrotoxinometer (p. 23) developed by “Dr J Franklin Blanchard” (p. 18-9)

- ad for Chirogram (p. 19):

  Increase your practice. The public welcomes good literature concerning health problems. THE CHIROGRAM publishes a four-page magazine circular called “Health and Hygiene,” upon which no other name than yours will appear, covering health talks and illustrations that are distributed by you in your community cannot help but bring you business, as it is doing for other chiropractors throughout the country. Samples and prices upon request. The Chirogram Publishing Co., 803 Allied Crafts Bldg, Los Angeles

- ad for Blanchard Radionic Electrotoxinometer:

  PAYS YOU BIG WHILE PAYING FOR ITSELF. The original Radionic Diagnostic and Treatment Instrument, formerly known as the Blanchard Hemodimagnometer, is completely shielded from outside interference, such as light, color, vibration, etc. This improvement, together the new six-color spectroscope (use for stimulating, inhibiting and screening effects), makes all diagnosis absolutely accurate....

  A MASTER-DIAL (containing all of the resistances of disease usually found in an ordinary examination, has been added, simplifying the technic, and the efficiency of the instrument is increased 100 per cent with the new aluminum shielded detector.)

  A complete course in Electropathy (Radionics) now being taught in the Los Angeles College of Chiropractic for both undergraduates and graduate students.

  For further information, without any obligation, write, phone or call. Scientific Research Laboratories, WW Wilson Building, 5905 Pacific Blvd, Huntington Park, Los Angeles, California. (p. 23)

1931 (Feb): CCA Bulletin (1[11]) includes:

- ad for Blanchard Radionic Electrotoxinometer with photo; “PAYS YOU BIG WHILE PAYING FOR ITSELF”; sold by Scientific Research Laboratories, WW Wilson Bldg, 5905 Pacific Blvd, Huntington Park, LA (p. 2)

- “LIBEL CLARIFIED BY FAMOUS DECISION” reports Burt Humason, former agent for the CA CBE, has lost suit against many DCs (including Hugh B. Logan & John W. Hurley) for libel (p. 3)

- photos of CW Hoffmann DC, JK Gilkerson DC, TF Ratledge DC, James Compton DC (p. 3)

- photos of Clement J. Redmond DC and Samuel J. Howell DC who have recently been sworn in as new appointees to the CA CBE, suggests that Howell “should not have compromised himself and the profession by sitting in with Humason and his attorney at their table during the trial. Dr. Howell was a witness in this case and not a personal attorney for Humason as his lack of propriety might be interpreted…” (p. 8)

- listing of the officers of the CCA indicates that Edith Iona Moon DC, former faculty member of the GSCC, is member of B of D of CCA’s Southern Division (p. 10)

- notes that Thomas Morris Jr. is general counsel for the CCA, had peripheral role in battle against Humason and CA CBE (pp. 11, 14)

- notes visit by Harry Vedder DC of Lincoln Chiropractic College (p. 11)

- ad for National School of Physiotherapy at 444 S Western Ave, LA (p. 12)

- notes a jovial Gordon M. Goodfellow “trying to kid himself into seriousness by wiping that smile off his face. That boy is the original dentifrice advertisement.” (p. 14)

- reports visit by BA Sauer DC (p. 14):

  Dr. Benny Sauer, secretary of the National Chiropractic Association, the amalgamated Universal and American Chiropractic Association was the guest of Southern California Chiropractic for the first week of the New Year.

  Dr. Sauer, ever alert to the interests of the Association he represents, brought to us a bigger, broader view of Chiropractic and a firm belief in the future of Chiropractic organization....

- ads for GH Farchen DC at 823 B St., San Diego, Edith Iona Moon DC at 608 South Figueroa St, LA and Clyde F. Gillett DC, PhC “EYE-EAR-NOSE-THROAT” at $542 Carlton Way, Hollywood CA (p. 15)

- ad for “Sunlight Carbon Arc Lamp, enables the practitioner to use LIGHT THERAPY” including ultra-violet and infra-red, captions indicates “Radiates Vitality and quiets Nervous Irritability. A Natural Beauty Builder” (rear cover)

1931 (June): Chirogram (Vol. 7, No. 4):

- Dr. Gustave W. Haas writes “Chiropractic Orthopedics” (pp. 3, 21); Haas had worked with the naturopaths in 1913 (Gillespie, 1925), and was president of the California State Society of Naturopaths in 1925 (Naturopathic, 1925; Notes, 1925); he authored “Naturopathic Orthopedics” in Herald of Health in January, 1916, pp 63:

- AV Nilsson DC writes “Anatomy and Dissection” (pp. 4, 20, 21)

- David C. Long DC writes “Obstetrics” (pp. 5, 21); he is a graduate of the LACC class of June, 1930

- “California Legislative News” (pp. 9, 12) notes recent bills in Sacramento to regulate massage therapy [“massoerology”], naturopathy, Christian Healing, and to require doctors (MD, DC, DO, ND, OptD, DSC, PhC, PhD) to list name of school from which graduated on all advertising materials. Editor CH Wood approves of SJ Howell’s (CA Chiro Board Sec’y) successful efforts to kill these bills; also notes:

  The proposed naturopathic law had as its chief sponsors a few Chiropractors in Northern California, one of whom is conducting a so-
called naturopathic school. If this naturopathic bill should be passed, it would undoubtedly make it possible for a great number of short-course practitioners to open up and practice legally. It would also make it possible for a few individuals who are interested in "naturopathic institutions of learning" to make a great deal of money through the promotion of doctors of all schools who they evidently expect would be compelled by the passage of this "naturopathic" act to obtain licensure thereunder if they wish to practice physiotherapeutic measures. (p. 9)

-Charles H. Wood reports in "The Open Forum":

QUESTION: What is your opinion of the aquarian method of technique? ANSWER: The writer considers this just another 'system of technique' that was invented for those who are 'desirous of working miracles'" (p. 10)

QUESTION: How many chiropractic associations are there in California and which is the largest? ANSWER: There are two associations in California - one, the Progressive Chiropractic Association of California, Limited; and the other, the California Chiropractic Association. The Progressive Chiropractic Association is the larger in members, as they have about eight hundred members in the State. The CCA has a membership of between two and three hundred, according to the testimony of the secretary of this association in court in a recent law suit. (p. 10)

QUESTION: Why do you not reply to Dr. Palmer's criticisms of your magazine, as published in the "Fountain Head News"? ANSWER: The "Chirogram" is a constructivistic magazine and is not going to be drawn into any controversy with any contemporary publication. After all, to reply to such criticism could be likened to Don Quixote fighting the windmill. (p. 10)

"The Chirogram has the largest circulation of any Chiropractic magazine in the world." (p. 10)

-ad from Viva-Radon, Ltd, at Bendix Bldg, 1206 Maple Ave, LA, for the Zimmer Radium Emanator, which provides "a constant supply of "high dosage" radio-active water....Of course, you know the curative properties of radio-active mineral spring waters...relief and cure of disease through and by means of radium emanation" (p. 11)

-Dr. Paul Stretch, president of the National Progressive Chiropractic Association, Dr. Otis M McMurry, president of the Progressive Chiropractic Association of California and CH Wood, president of the LACC, announce joint "Convention and Lyceum" at LACC on July 24-Aug 2, 1931; speakers will include Charles A. Cale, president of the Cal College of Chiropractic, who will speak on "New Chiropractic Standards of Education", Dr. Ruth B. Drown DC [of future Drown College of Radio Therapy? - see 1948 and Drown College of Radio Therapy LA]...who will speak on "X-Atomic Vibrations - A New Therapy", Nelson C. Gillett, president of Clewell College of Chiropractic, Lee W. Edwards MD, DC, Lee Norcross, Leo W Hosford DC, president of SFCC who will speak on "Electro-Coagulation of Tonsils (Clinic)" (pp. 9-12)

-Clyde F. Gillett DC opens additional drugless ENT clinic at Pershing Square Bldg, Fifth and Hill Streets, LA (p. 20)

-Clyde F. Gillett DC advertisement for "The Gillett Course in Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat, a nine-lesson course by mail" (rear cover)

-ad for Hotel Oakley, one block from LACC, which caters to DCs and students, seeks convention business (p. 20)

-ANNOUNCEMENT" (p. 20):

Educational standards to be raised. Six months will be added to our course on July 1, 1931. New subjects be added. More clinical and laboratory work will be required. New equipment is being installed for this work. The tuition will be raised $100....In speaking of the Los Angeles College of Chiropractic, the Journal of the American Medical Association under date of May 26, 1928, reports: This is the best equipped chiropractic school that the inspector has seen....Los Angeles College of Chiropractic...
Joseph C. Keating, Jr., Ph.D.

---

*Mabelle Kelso Shaw DC, ND (she is a 1925 grad of the GSOC, will be member of executive board of National-Affiliated Chiropractors of California in 1935)*

*Alice Papa DC, ND*

*Helen L. Tilbury DC, ND*

*NF Jensen DC, ND*

*SM Livingston DC, ND (formerly of LACC)*

*HA Houde DC, ND (future co-owner of CNHA)*

*Donald P. Webb DO*

1934-35: graduation photo reveals CCP&S has new board leaders:

*EP Webb DC, ND, Chairman, Board of Directors [see also Dishman, 1991], Joseph W. Gannon DC, ND, Vice-Chairman, Board of Directors; Alice Papa DC, ND, becomes Superintendent of Education; Bertheau DC, ND, is President; 4 females graduate in a class of 20, notable graduates include Leo E. Montenegro and James O Emprihgham; faculty are:

*Clyde F. Gillett DC, ND*

*Mabelle Kelso Shaw DC, ND*

*SM Livingston DC, ND*

*HA Houde DC, ND*

*Donald P. Webb DO*

*IS Kiehm AB, DC*

*JH Marshall LLB*

*GN Bartlett DC, ND*

*Ralph D. Hoard DO*

1936-1937: photo shows SCCC (formerly CCP&S) has 22 graduates including 1 black and 4 females; same administration as 1934-35 photo; administrators are:

*RC Bertheau DC, ND, President*

*EP Webb DC, ND, Chairman, Board of Directors*

*Joseph W Gannon DC, ND, Vice-Chairman, Board of Directors*

*JP Mason DC, ND, Dean*

*R. C. Howe AB, DC, ND, Sec'y-Treasurer (a 1923 graduate of the LACC)*

*Alice Papa DC, ND, Superintendent of Education*

*Faculty are:*

*Clyde F. Gillett DC, ND*

*SM Livingston DC, ND*

*HA Houde DC, ND*

*Donald P. Webb DO*

*IS Kiehm AB, DC*

*JH Marshall LLB*

*GN Bartlett DC, ND*

*Ralph D. Hoard DO*

*Floyd Cregger DC, ND*

1938 (Feb): *The Scientific Chiropractor* (3[9]) includes:

*photo of CO Hunt DC (p. 7)*

*GT O'Sullivan PhD, DC of SF authors “X-ray diagnosis of acute abdominal conditions” (p. 22)*

*photo and article by Clyde F. Gillett DC on “The ear” (p. 26)*; notes he will be moving to 1302 Pershing Square Bldg, 448 South Hill St, LA

*noting upcoming NACC convention, May 28-30, 1938 at the Los Angeles Ambassador Hotel (p. 31)*

1938 (Feb): *The Scientific Chiropractor* (3[12]) includes:

*photo and obituary for B.S. Bullis, M.D., D.C., notes he was 87, would have been 88 on May 24; claims Bullis was “the oldest practicing person of his profession in the United States” and: (p. 7)*

A native of Canada, he came to the United States at the age of 14 to enlist in the Union Army during the Civil War. His application was rejected because of his youth.

At 20 he married and later enrolled at a Kingston, Ontario, college. After winning a license for both medical and drugless practices, he became associated with Dr. DD. Palmer in the development of chiropractic treatment.

Dr. Bullis established residence in Hayward in 1922, maintaining a practice both here and in Oakland.

He leaves his widow, Mrs. Sarah B. Bullis, and five children: Benson F. Bullis and Mrs. Margaret B. Carleton of Englewood; George H. Bullis of medford, Ore.; Mrs. Grace E. Adams of Glendale; and Fred R. Bullis of Omaha. Two other children, Mrs. Hattie R. Dever and Dr. Zelora H. Bullis have passed away.

*photos of S. Earl Daughenbaugh, Stanley M. Innes, R.C. Howe, Clyde C. Hall, D.T. Jones, Chester M. Sewell, A.g. Jones, Edward A. Stuart, Esq, and Geo T. Hays (p. 8)*

*photos of Gordon Goodfellow, Floyd Cregger, Stewart Farmer, E.A. Bauer, Helen Sanders, Clyde F. Gillett, W.G. Edwards, A.F. Blair (p. 10)*

*ad for O’Sullivan X-ray Laboratory, Dr. G.T. O’Sullivan, D.C., Ph.D., Director” (p. 14)*

*photo of Fred D. Schuman and notice: (p. 18)*

Since taking over the management of the Southern California College of Chiropractic in January of this year Fred D. Schuman has made rapid strides in building up the college. Ably assisted by a board of directors, consisting of leading chiropractors representing the profession on the coast and a faculty second to none, the school has exceeded all expectations.

Enrolling over forty new students since February 1st and with every indication that new student material will gross the one hundred mark before fall, the college is making plans for the greatest activity in the history of the organization.

While Mr. Schuman has had previous experience in the public schools of Illinois, he has been fortunate in obtaining as Dean of the college, Dr. Wolf Adler, a noted authority in school work, public lecturing and an unlimited knowledge of chiropractic.

In line with the policy of the college a curriculum has been formulated involving 4000 hours as covered by the amendment now generally accepted by the profession. Special free classes are being offered to the field in various subjects and lectures usually accompanied by motion pictures are a special feature every other Thursday evening in the college at 9th and Union Sts., Los Angeles. Inasmuch as this is a field-owned, non-profit institution, let’s get behind the Southern California College of Chiropractic and make it second to none in the entire country.

“Chiropractic nurses and technicians” by Elizabeth Langmo, Retiring State President” (p. 19)

*letter from F. Lee Lemly DC to Stanley M. Innes DC (p. 22)*

“Chiropractic: Advanced or Doomed” by A.C. Johnson DC, ND (p. 24)

*photos of Otis M. McMurtry (who will speak on “Universal Technic”), O.A. Thompson, Leo J. Parry, A. Budden (p. 26)*

*ad for Southern California College of Chiropractic (p. 27)*

*ANNOUNCEMENT: Dr. Helen G. Sanders, Dr. Sallie Miller and Dr. Theodore Thomas Josephphson announce the removal of their offices from 360 South Westlake Avenue to the BIO-ENGINEERING BUILDING, 846 So. Beacon Ave., Los Angeles on Thursday, May 12, 1938. They also wish to announce that Dr. George H. Haynes will be associated with them at this new address.” (p. 30)*

*photo and ad for "Bellevue Hospital, Ltd., 1237 North LaBrea, Los Angeles" indicates: “BELLEVUE’, the original drugless hospital has the latch string out in cordial invitation for a visit as part of your convention activities. An inspection will confirm the assistance such an institution can be to general practice.” (p. 36)*

Joseph C. Keating, Jr., Ph.D.

-“Our future in whose hands” by Lillard T. Marshall, Legislative Chairman of Kentucky (pp. 43-4, 52)
-photos of Fred Pottle, Geo. S. Parcells, A.A. Hancock, J. Burton Van Gelder, James Sivils, Ben S. Williams, Mildred Lager, Emory C. Ingham (p. 46)
-photos of Alice Papa, O.R. Pederson, A.C. Johnson, D.R. Morris, E.E. Lewarton, Wm. Forder, Chas. E. Barrows (p. 47)

1938-39 class photo of SCCC lists 22 graduates including one black and 7 females; Ralph J. Martin among the graduates
-officers include:
  * Clifford B. Eacrett DC ND, President (replacing RC Bertheau DC, ND; see also 6/22/38)
  * new administration and trustees include:
    - Otis M McMurtrey DC, ND, Chairman, Board of Directors
    - Wolf Adler DC, ND, Dean
    - RC Howe AB, DC, ND, Sec'y-Treasurer
    - FD Schuman, Manager
    - LE Montenegro DC, ND, Director of Clinics
  -* faculty are:
    - Claude F. Gillett DC (brother of Clyde?)
    - Mabelle Kelso Shaw DC, PhC
    - Ralph D. Hoard DO
    - *Lee H Norcross DC, ND (formerly at LACC and one time member of CA BCE)
    - *Henry A. Stevens DO
    - *Edmund Marineau DC, ND
    - *Nathan Mehnick DC

1939 (Apr): The Scientific Chiropractor (4[11]) includes:
-“Brief for the NCA before Committee to Coordinate Health and Welfare Activities, Washington D.C.” (pp. 16-21)
-ad for “Southern California College of Chiropractic and College of Naturopathy” indicates “Non-profit and field owned. 4,000 hour curriculum including hospital internships, clinics, including colonic, electro, and fever therapy available to the field. Post graduate courses”; Wolf Adler DC is dean (p. 21)
- Mabelle Kelso Shaw DC is sec'y-treasurer of the LA branch of the NACC. Patrick Lackey DC is president; speakers at recent meeting included Dr Clyde F. Gillett and Dr Claude S. Gillett (p. 23)
- Dr Carl W. LaForce resigns as sec'y of SF branch of the NACC (p. 24); LaForce is or was president of the "Standard Chiropractic College, San Francisco Unit" at 1145 Polk St, SF (see June, 1936; Wolf Adler DC is dean (p. 21)

1939 (June): The Scientific Chiropractor (5[1]) includes:
-ad for Gardner's Institute for Drugs Healing at 2727 South Vermont, LA offers "Radiologist... Friendly Fever: Treatments - Man's most POTENT ALLY in the treatment of disease; Colon Irrigations, Colon Implantations, Nutritional Deficiency Tests - measured accurately by means of your own human energy; Radiant Lights; Ultra Violet Light; Spinal Manipulations" (inside front cover)
-officers of the NACC include: (p. 3)
  - DT Jones DC of SF, President
  - Patrick Lackey DC of LA, Vice-President
  - CI Johnston DC of LA, Secretary-Treasurer
  - AC Johnson DC, ND of LA, member of Board of Directors; Johnson will be a regular contributor to the Chiropractor in the 1940s
- “Convention News” re: meeting in Stockton of NACC on May 26; speakers included: (pp. 8-10)
  - Helen Sanders DC of LA who spoke on “Diseases of Abnormal Posture, with Bio-Mechanic Technic for Correction”
  - GT O'Sullivan of SF re: “X-Ray Diagnosis and Treatment of Sinus Diseases”
- WA Budden DC of WSCC re: “Suggestions as to the Etiology and Treatment of Carcinoma”
- Clyde F. Gillett DC of LA
- article by CI Johnston DC re: "The Amendment Must Win" (p. 17)
- George H. Haynes DC is Chairman of Legislation and Henry G. Higley DC is Chairman of Publicity for the LA Unit of the NACC (p. 18)
- James F. McGinnis DC, "Originator and teacher of McGinnis Chiropractic Drugless and Bloodless Operations" at 918 S Garfield Ave, Alhambra CA is member of NCA, authors “The Prostate and its Treatment” (p. 22)
-ad for “Bio-Engineering X-Ray Laboratories under the direction of Dr HG Higley DC” at 846 S Beacon, LA (p. 33)

1940: photo shows 15 graduates at SCCC (LACC Registrar’s Archives); Lee H Noncross DC, ND becomes new Director of Clinics; *Norman K Lovas DC and *Ralph J. Martin DC, PhC have joined the faculty; other faculty are:
  - Claude F. Gillett DC
  - Mabelle Kelso Shaw DC, PhC
  - Ralph D. Hoard DO
  - Henry A. Stevens DO
  - Edmund Marineau DC, ND
  - Nathan Mehnick DC

1941: photo indicates (LACC Registrar’s Archives) SCCC administration includes:
  - Clifford B. Eacrett DC, ND, President
  - Otis M McMurtrey DC, ND, Vice-President
  - Wolf Adler ND, PhC, LLB, DC, Dean
  - FD Schuman, Manager
  - EP Webb ND, DC Director of Clinics (formerly SCCC Chairman of the Board in 1934-35; see also Dishman, 1991, who recalls learning foot manipulation from Webb)
  - faculty are:
    - Lee H. Norcross DC, ND (Faculty)
    - Claude F. Gillett DC, ND, DO
    - Mabelle Kelso Shaw DC, PhC
    - Ralph D. Hoard DO
    - Norman K. Lovas DC, ND
    - Ralph J. Martin ND, DC, PhC
    - Patrick Lackey ND, DC
    - George H. Haynes, ND, PhC, AB, DC
    - RE Dole (First Aid)

1942: *LE Montenegro DC, ND, Sec'y-Treasurer of SCCC; George H Haynes, ND, PhC, AB, DC, is new Director of Clinics; faculty are:
  - Lee H. Norcross DC, ND
  - Claude F. Gillett DC, ND, DO
  - Mabelle Kelso Shaw DC, PhC
  - Norman K. Lovas DC, ND
  - Patrick Lackey ND, DC
  - *Henry G. Higley DC, PhC, ND
  - *Lyle D. Holland DC, ND (will become president of SCCC circa 1944-45, according to Martin, 1986; will sell practice to Harold D Young DC, LACC class of 1960 in 1962, according to Nilsson, 1962, Apr)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix A: Name, date of founding or re-organization, and owner or status of the ancestor institutions of the Los Angeles College of Chiropractic